
General Lab procedures:  By the start of lab try to be seated and logged on to a computer.  Labs will consist of a
sequence of activities.  Periodically as you compete these activities, you will be instructed to either print out some
results or raise your hand to get activities checked off.  Save any files on the P: drive in the folder “810-063-CSIII”
under the subfolder with your last name.  (WARNING:  Professor Fienup has access to your subfolder, so don’t
store items of a personal nature.)

Log on to the PC under Windows using the AD-ITS domain.  Start the interactice Python environment IDLE in
Windows using: Start | All Programs | Programming | Python | IDLE.   

Activity 1:  The following methods are provided by Lists in Python:

Modifies myList to be in reverse ordermyList.reverse( )reverse
Modifies myList to be sortedmyList.sort( )sort
Retruns the number of occurrences of item in myListmyList.count(item)count
Retruns the index of the first occurrence of item in myListmyList.index(item)index
Removes the first occurrence of item in myListmyList.remove(item)remove
Deletes the item in the ith position of myListdel myList[i]del 
Remove and return the ith item in myListmyList.pop(i)pop(i)
Remove and return the last item in myListmyList.pop( )pop
Insert item in myList before index imyList.insert(i, item)insert
Extends myList by adding all items in otherList to the end of myList myList.extend(otherList)extend
Adds item to the end of myListmyList.append(item)append

ExplanationUsageMethod

For the following sequence of Python statements, predict the value of myList before executing each statement.
Record the actual result if your prediction was wrong.

del myList[2]

item = myList.pop(5)

myList.insert(4, 3)

myList.extend(temp)

last = myList.pop( )

myList = range(5)
temp = range(10, 7, -1)

Actual ResultPredicted ResultStatement
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Activity 2:  Strings in Python are sequential collections of only characters.  A character is a string of length 1.
Literal strings are enclosed in either single or double quotes (or two or three multiple quotes).  Strings are
immutable, but the sequence operations of indexing, slicing, concatenation, repetition, membership (in), and len()
work on strings.  Additional, string methods are:
  

.

Returns a string with myString in all lower-case charactersmyString.lower( )lower
Returns a string with myString in all upper-case charactersmyString.upper( )upper
Returns a string with myString right-justified in a field of size wmyString.rjust(w)rjust
Returns a string with myString left-justified in a field of size wmyString.ljust(w)ljust
Returns a string with myString centered in a field of size wmyString.center(w)center
Returns a list of substrings of myString splits at the delimitermyString.split(delimiter)split
Returns number of occurrences of item in myStringmyString.count(item)count
Returns the starting index of the first occurrence of itemmyString.find(item)find

ExplanationUsageMethod

(The string module can be imported to provide more string operations.)

Create a string literal:    path = “/home/usr/fienup/”
For the following sequence of Python statements, predict the result before executing each statement.  Record the
actual result if your prediction was wrong. 

path[0]=’a’

path.upper().rjust(25)

path.split(‘/’)

path.count(‘/’)

path.find(‘om’)
Actual ResultPredicted ResultStatement

Activity 3: A tuple is another sequence data type, so the sequence operations of indexing, slicing, concatenation,
repetition, membership (in), and len() work on tuples too.  Tuples are very similar to lists, i.e., comma-separated
items enclosed in parenthese.  The main difference is that tuples are immutable (cannot be modified).  

Create two tuples as:
student1 = (‘Bob’, 123456, ‘Jr’, 3.12) 
student2 = ‘Sally’, 654321, ‘Fr’, 0.0

“Fields” of a tuple can be unpacked to its components using a single assignment statement as:
name, idnum, rank, gpa = student1

For the following sequence of Python statements, predict the result before executing each statement.  Record the
actual result if your prediction was wrong. 
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student1 + student2

student1[3] = 3.44

len(student1)

student[2:]

student1[0]
Actual ResultPredicted ResultStatement

Activity 4:  A dictionary is an unordered set of key-value pairs (written as key:value).  Keys must be unique and
immutable (e.g., numerics, strings, tuples of immutable objects).  Dictionaries are typically used to lookup the
value corresponding to a specified key.  Dictionaries can be written as comma-separated key:value pairs enclosed
in curly braces.  For example,

phoneNumbers = {’fienup’:35918, ‘gray’:35917, ‘east’:32939,’drake’:35811,’schafer’:32187}
Access to individual key:value pairs looks syntactically like a sequence lookup using a key instead of an index.
For example, phoneNumbers[’east’]  returns 32939, and a new key:value pair can be added by
phoneNumbers[’wallingford’] = 35919 .  Additional, methods on dictionaries are:

Deletes the key:value pair whose key is myKeydel myDictionary[myKey]del 
myDictionary.has_key(myKey)has_key

Returns True if myKey is in myDictionary; otherwise FalsemyKey in myDictionaryin
Returns the value associated with myKey; otherwise altmyDictionary.get(myKey, alt)get
Returns the value associated with myKey; otherwise NonemyDictionary.get(myKey)get
Returns a list of key:value tuples in myDictionarymyDictionary.items( )items
Returns a list of values in myDictionarymyDictionary.values( )values
Returns a list of keys in myDictionarymyDictionary.keys( )keys

ExplanationUsageMethod

Create the phoneNumbers dictionary as shown above.  
Add professor Wallingford’s phone number as shown above.    
Use the del method to delete professor Drake’s entry.
(Now!)  For the following sequence of Python statements, predict the result before executing each statement.
Record the actual result if your prediction was wrong.

‘fienup’ in phoneNumbers

phoneNumbers.get( ‘me’,’Not Found’)

phoneNumbers.get( ‘me’) == None

phoneNumbers.get( ‘east’)

phoneNumbers.keys( )
Actual ResultPredicted ResultStatement
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Stop!!!  Raise your hand and get activities 1 - 4 checked off, before continuing!

Activity 5:  The main control structures in Python are the “normal”:  if, while, and for.  The biggest difference is
that indentation denotes the <body> of code to be executed.  The general syntax of the control structures are:
 

Immediately does the next iteration of the loop.continue
Immediately exits the for or while loop.break

Evaluates the <condition1>, <condition2>, etc. inorder.  Only the body
corresponding to the first True condition is performed.  The optional
<else_body> is performed only if none of the conditions are True.

if <condition1>:
       <body>
[elif <condition2>:
       <elif_body>]*
[else:
       <else_body>]

Performing the <body> repeatedly until the condition is False.  The
optional <else_body> is performed when the loop exits unless the loop
exits with a break.

while <condition>:
       <body>
[else:
       <else_body>]

Performs the <body> with <var> being assigned each item in the
<sequence>.  The optional <else_body> is performed when the loop
exits unless the loop exits with a break.

for <var> in <sequence>:
       <body>
[else:
       <else_body>]

DescriptionGeneral syntax
Control Structures in Python

Python code to print whether the numbers from 1 to 5 are odd or even could be written as:

for number in range(1, 11):
if number % 2 == 0:

print “The number”, number, “is even.”
else:

print “The number”, number, “is odd.”

print “Bye”

The number 1 is odd.
The number 2 is even.
The number 3 is odd.
The number 4 is even.
The number 5 is odd.
Bye

In separate files (use New | File in IDLE), write Python programs to do each of the following:   
a)  Process the string “The big brown dog jumped over the fence” to print the average word length. 
b)  Process the string “The big brown dog jumped over the fence” to print the number of each type of vowel.
c)  Process the phoneNumber dictionary below to print the phone information one per line in alphabetical order by
      the name keys.

phoneNumbers = {’fienup’:35918, ‘gray’:35917, ‘east’:32939,’drake’:35811,’schafer’:32187}

After completing each task, demonstrate each program for your professor or graduate
assistant.  At the end of the lab, hand in the source code for each program.
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